Talk Amongst Yourselves: A SoTL Manifesto

This is my last issue as Managing Editor of Common Good, a job I leave in the capable hands of the newly appointed Assistant Director of the SUNY Plattsburgh Center for Teaching Excellence, Dr. Michael Murphy. As Managing Editor, it’s been my privilege to read, edit, and publish some truly thoughtful and thought-provoking articles on teaching. Over the past decade, I’ve also been fortunate enough to attend numerous state, national, and international teaching conferences and to publish several articles of my own contributing to the scholarship on teaching and learning.¹ I’ve been impressed and humbled by how many excellent teachers are out there and how many of them are willing to make the effort and take the time to share insights and strategies that have helped me and many others improve our teaching.

But I’ve also been dissatisfied by many aspects of the scholarship on teaching and learning. As part of our editorial responsibilities, Dr. Becky Kasper, Common Good’s Editor-in-Chief, and I implicitly addressed some of what I see as recurring shortcomings in much SoTL. Now I’m going to take this opportunity to make explicit what I would like to see more of in SoTL, and offer these four guiding principles for improving our scholarly conversations about teaching and learning.

#1. Be Yourself

A shy young woman in her first year on the tenure track and with little classroom experience is teaching introductory biology. The large class is inattentive and disengaged during her lectures. When she seeks assistance from a peer mentor, she’s advised to “shake things up” by “using a light saber instead of a laser pointer” during her next lecture. You can buy some pretty convincing toy Star Wars light sabers, complete with lights and sound effects, and the mentor imagined whipping out the light saber to point out something on a slide: “And here’s the
endoplasmic reticulum” [gesture with saber—bbzshoooo]. The mentor who gave her this advice was an extroverted tenured male professor and accomplished classroom performer. He would have totally rocked that light saber. He would have been all “There’s a quiz next Friday—may The Force be with you” [student laughter]. But his advice to her, like so much SoTL that I read and hear, failed to take into account the single most overlooked yet absolutely essential factor to consider when we seek out ways to improve our teaching: we are unique individuals working with specific, localized student learning populations.

In the above example, “use a light saber” was bad advice not because there’s something fundamentally wrong with this tactic for adding a little pizzazz to one’s lectures but rather because it is fundamentally wrong for that professor in that teaching situation. She’s already self-conscious in the classroom, and the performative flair it would take to effectively wield mock sci fi weaponry is simply not in her toolkit. Moreover, there is already a problematic dynamic established in these particular classes that could very well impact how students react to any of her efforts to improve. Will they appreciate the professor’s playful effort to energize her lectures or are there serious student perception and instructor communication problems that need to be addressed first? Finally, because she is young and because she is female, she faces certain issues, prejudices, and obstacles that her male mentor does not, and which will have a real impact on her job evaluations and advancement. That’s not political correctness—that’s a fact. Just like in the “real world,” an instructor’s race, gender, appearance, sexual orientation, and so on has real implications for the classroom. Before implementing any new pedagogical strategy or technique she’ll need to carefully assess it in light of that reality.

Our identity matters. As longtime educator and activist Parker Palmer writes in an influential book on spirituality and pedagogy, “Who is the self that teaches” is “the most
fundamental question we can ask about teaching and those who teach.”

Who we are as individuals, with all our unique strengths, matters. Who our students are matters too. There are huge differences among learning institutions and student populations. I’ve often read articles and heard presentations that suffer from Light Saberitis. That is to say, they are oblivious to the importance of localized and specific teaching situations. I’ve heard presenters add, as a mere afterthought, essential information about their classrooms, such as the fact that all their classes are small seminars or that most of their students are first generation. I’ve read articles that implied that the author’s success with a particular assignment could work anywhere, with anyone at all. And it’s downright disturbing how few SoTL publications and presentations acknowledge, let alone seriously consider, white male privilege in college teaching.

I’m not arguing that because we are unique individuals and because we teach at a dizzyingly varied range of institutions, that it’s impossible to even try to identify best teaching practices, although I prefer professor of sociology and pedagogy scholar David Daniel’s term “promising principles.” I’m not saying that a young, reserved female professor of color working as an adjunct science teacher at a state university has nothing to say about teaching that would be applicable and useful to a tenured white extroverted male professor teaching philosophy at a liberal arts college. But I do want to assert that SoTL must become much more attuned to diversity: diversity of faculty personalities, experiences, challenges, personal strengths and weaknesses; of student populations and institutional cultures. Greater awareness of this fact would elicit more articles and presentations that deliberately encourage readers and listeners to consider how the ideas or techniques or research being presented could be realistically utilized or applied. You engage in SoTL because you care about your teaching and are willing to examine your pedagogical practices. More attention to the specifics of our individual personalities and
teaching situations would demand that whenever we participate in SoTL we are always thinking about and reflecting on the “takeaway” for us and considering what it might be for others, in somewhat or radically different contexts.7

#2. Be Convincing—but Be Clear

Like any other scholarly publication, a SoTL publication has to make an argument and support it with evidence. SoTL authors must show readers that their thesis is conversant with pertinent previously published literature. They must convince readers that their interpretations or reflections or suggestions have merit. But academic writers often equate being convincing with being rarefied, jargon-laden, and long-winded. Good SoTL demands crystal-clear writing, accessible to a wide range of readers. Not all SoTL is interdisciplinary of course, but much of the best SoTL applies across disciplines and therefore must stringently avoid unnecessary terminology and bloated verbiage that do not strengthen the argument. We have to guard against the academic default mode of argumentation—using intimidating words to show off our vocabularies and crushing readers under the weight of our learned references and literature reviews.

In addition, if we are conscientiously being ourselves when we’re engaged in SoTL, and if we are aware of the complexities of identity and specificity of our readers and listeners, then it is even more essential for us to be as clear as possible in conveying our ideas, research, and reflections on teaching. Precise language and a specific, clear thesis with specific, clear evidence help guard SoTL against overly broad conclusions or assertions about the applicability of any one body of research. We should value clarity in our SoTL because its most important function is to communicate and, more so than our other scholarly work, to convey usable information or
reflection or research to instructors with varying experiences, strengths, challenges, and student populations.

#3. Be Honest

We need to talk more about our teaching mistakes. We all know how important failure is to learning. We know that the opportunity to fail at something, to make mistakes and then try again, correcting mistakes and moving forward, all builds grit in students.\(^8\) That’s why we scaffold assignments that build on previous understanding, require drafts, and in a myriad of other ways encourage our students to learn from their mistakes and missteps. As Michael Murphy once described it to me, the best classrooms are like belonging to a sports team in that an effective class offers students numerous opportunities to practice their skills, hone their abilities, and get detailed feedback from the “coach” and the other members of the team about how to fix mistakes and to improve performance before the big game/assignment/test, when it really counts.

Yet ironically, there is very little SoTL that talks openly and honestly about our own teaching mistakes.\(^9\) The vast majority of us are not born being great teachers. Most of us learn as we go. It’s a process that usually takes years and includes oh so many mistakes. But it’s rare that I see a SoTL presentation or read an article that describes and reflects on real-life teaching mistakes. One reason for this is the academic advancement and tenure process, which at most institutions does not encourage truly open and honest self-criticism and reflection on any aspect of our work. But another reason is the culture of academia and academic publishing in general, which fosters mean-spirited and petty criticism in an endless and ultimately unwinnable game of “I’m Smarter Than You (Think You) Are.” Anyone who’s received an unnecessarily vicious, anonymous (of course) peer review for a scholarly article or manuscript—which frankly is
anyone who’s ever submitted anything for peer review—will be leery of publically revealing a major mistake that hampered their efficacy in the classroom.

Yet it’s precisely such mistakes that provide our most essential learning about teaching. Imagine a SoTL field where, with the professional cachet conferred by scholarly publication, we could legitimate public discourse about mistake-making. Now imagine how many mistakes you could have avoided in the classroom if you had read or heard about other instructors’ mistakes before you began teaching! Indeed, at its very heart, SoTL is about helping each other be more effective teachers and facilitating better student learning. Surely that begins with all of us admitting we had to learn how to be good teachers, and that we made mistakes along the way.

**#4. Be Generous**

It’s worth repeating: at its heart, SoTL is about helping each other be more effective teachers. Period. With that in mind, I want to urge us to be as generous as possible in our scholarly conversations about teaching and learning.

What I mean by generosity is being open to a multiplicity of approaches, reflections, research, conclusions, and approaches in SoTL. There is no one best, right, and only way to contribute to good SoTL. And that’s okay because there’s lots of room here. Every teacher, each one a unique individual, is working in a specific, localized learning environment, trying to reach their students, each one themselves a unique individual, with specific and unique learning abilities and challenges, often varying dramatically from student to student in even a single class. There are literally infinite numbers of teaching and learning situations. There are, therefore, a literally infinite number of ways to discuss improving our teaching.

There’s room under this enormous SoTL umbrella for rigorously defined scientific experiments that seek to methodically measure student learning, especially in those fields with a
clearly quantifiable knowledge basis. There’s also room for philosophizing about teaching and for offering other more esoteric reflections on the complexities of teaching and learning. There’s room for everything in between, from describing a single effective assignment to offering straightforward general teaching tips to postulating sweeping theories about learning that have widespread ramifications for educators. There’s ample room for student voices, for quality writing from the student point of view in the classroom. Based on our experiences attending presentations by our university’s Center for the Teaching Excellence Student Advisory Committee at the SUNY Plattsburgh teaching conferences, good teachers positively crave thoughtful and articulate student contributions to the scholarly discussion of best teaching practices, yet to my knowledge this is practically nonexistent in SoTL.

We have to think generously about SoTL and frame it as an opportunity for us to learn and to share. If that sounds too touchy-feely, think of it this way: we simply need the time and the space and the opportunity and professional support to converse about teaching. Teaching sabbaticals for all! Research on the hotly contested topic of assessing public elementary and secondary school teachers’ efficacy shows that one of the best ways (perhaps the only proven way) to improve any teacher’s ability to help students learn is to give that teacher the time and opportunity to observe other teachers, to discuss teaching with other teachers, and to carefully and honestly reflect on their teaching.\(^{10}\) The same is undoubtedly true for college teachers.\(^{11}\)

My own SoTL experiences have demonstrated this time and time again. The most effective SoTL articles I’ve read have clear “takeaways,” inviting readers to think very specifically about some aspect of their own teaching, either in terms of individual assignments or nuts and bolts practices like grading or in terms of broader pedagogical practices. The same is true for conference presentations. The most effective conference presentations I have seen have
sparked a lively dialogue among an interdisciplinary group of teachers; a dialogue that, like any
great classroom discussion, inspired us as learners seeking new ideas about teaching. In fact,
simply observing great teachers teaching in conference settings has transformed my own
classroom practices in some important ways.

Let me give you one noteworthy example. In 2013, I attended a session at the Lilly
Conference on College and University Teaching annual conference presented by Dr. Carl S.
Moore, Director of the Research Academy for Integrated Learning at the University of the
District of Columbia. Something I saw Dr. Moore do as part of his presentation/teaching style
inspired me to make a small but extremely meaningful change in my classroom. It was not
actually a component of the presentation content but rather something he did after every question
or comment from the audience: he thanked the participant who contributed, then went on to
answer the question or respond to the comment. I was forcefully struck by this habit, this
teaching technique, he was employing. It immediately and effectively conveyed to students (in
this case, the other teachers listening to his presentation) that Dr. Moore acknowledged and
appreciated their willingness to participate in a dialogue and discussion.

Dr. Moore gave me a clear, meaningful, usable takeaway. Most of my SUNY
Plattsburgh students need a great deal of encouragement and support to feel confident enough to
actively contribute to class discussion or even to ask questions. As a whole, they are not
academically confident and many successfully completed high school by keeping their head
down, never drawing attention to themselves, and checking boxes on state mandated tests. So
when they’ve ventured to contribute in my class, even if they are way off the mark, I want to
acknowledge their effort and signal to every other student that I am grateful. Incorporating the
simple but powerful teaching technique modeled by Dr. Moore gave me a highly effective means
of communicating this to my students. It made me a better teacher. It also made me a happier teacher. Expressing gratitude has a way of actually fostering and actually increasing one’s gratitude. This pedagogical practice made a noticeably positive impact on my own perceptions of students and my attitude toward classes. It’s actually increased my real gratitude for the efforts my students make. Obviously not every or even most SoTL articles or presentations or workshops are going to change your teaching life. But truly outstanding SoTL—the opportunity to see good teachers teaching, or to read what they’ve discovered, and to learn from them—has the capacity to do exactly that.

Good teachers always keep trying to improve. They are constantly assessing what works and what doesn’t. But we need to talk to each other to keep improving. We’ll only get so far trying to improve in a vacuum, in our self-contained, sacrosanct classrooms. We need to open up the doors, take a risk, and reveal ourselves as students and learners. We will all benefit when we reframe SoTL as a conversation, not a dusty tome available only to a few learned insiders conversant in the latest edu-jargon. We must have lots and lots and lots of options, things to try in the classroom, ways to think about teaching and learning. We need more SoTL that communicates all kinds of ideas. We need to generously listen and contribute to the conversation.

I would go so far as to advocate a “study of” teaching and learning, rather than “scholarship of” teaching and learning. From my tenured, full-professor position of professional academic power, it’s easy for me to make this assertion. It’s not a pressing performance review issue for me that my SoTL publications be counted as “real” scholarship. But even with the very real issue of tenure and promotion reviews at stake, and even though I believe research on teaching and learning is indeed legitimate academic work, I believe “study of teaching and
“Learning” better captures the spirit of what we’ve tried to do at Common Good and what I’ve seen at the best teaching conferences: simply encouraging a conversation among teachers as co-learners of good pedagogy. I would much rather participate in a conversation about teaching grounded in the premise that we’re all still learning and studying than listen to insecure intellectuals pick each other apart and bombard each other with obscure jargon and pompous proclamations—which is what often passes for “scholarship” in our other research fields. Just talk to me about what you’ve learned and help me think about what I might learn.

SoTL cannot be rigid dictates or rules. We’re too varied. Our students are too varied. We need a smorgasbord of ideas and reflections and studies and research, and the time and opportunity and professional support to talk over these ideas with many other teachers.

SoTL needs more real conversation. Conversation about our mistakes, what matters to us, what’s worked for you and what hasn’t. So, please, go ahead and talk amongst yourselves.

---
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